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Appendix 3
NDS

NDS Status Report to the 1987 NRDC Meeting
H.D. Lemmel, Oct. 1987

1. Staff

The main change was that D.E. Cullen left, who was the head of the
Computer Unit of the Nuclear Data Section. His position is temporarily
filled by changes of responsibility within NDS. Also V. Piksaikin ended
his contract and went back to his home country. Marisa de Horaes Cunha
is now in charge of monitoring requests, replacing Martha Oshomuvwe who,
however, came back to the Section for a temporary appointment. Prof. R.
Janev joined the Section as the head of the unit for atomic and molecular
data. M.K. Mehta re-joined the Section for a one-year appointment for
technical co-operation projects. Wang Dahai joined the Section
preparing, among other work, Chinese EXFOR entries.

2. CINDA

The CINDA compilation from area 3 is uptodate. It serves as the
basis for EXFOR compilation. CINDA86 and CINDA87 have been produced
according to the new decentralized scheme for CINDA compilation and file
maintenance. The transition did not create any major problem, except for
time delays. We ask the other centers for their co-operation by sending
CINDA entries continuously. We cannot process everything in the last
minute before book production, or we have to fix the deadline several
weeks earlier. A special problem is the slow speed of magnetic tapes
coming from CJD which are in the mail up to 10 weeks. The CINDA
co-operation with CJD as one of the Four CINDA Centers cannot function
unless CJD finds a way to speed up the data transmission considerably.

After the recent revision of the structure of the CINDA network, the
computer programs (input checking, file maintenance, exchange with other
centers) have been revised, so that input can be prepared in batch mode
(mainly new entries) or online (mainly revisions and updates).

The design of the CINDA cover which still showed an antiquated
punched card, was modernized to illustrate the function of the data
centers between data producers and data users, and to advertise EXFOR.

The future publication of CINDA is to be reviewed now. "Archival
issues" of CINDA have been published in 1979 ("CINDA-A" covering the
period 1935-1976) and 1984 ("CINDA-B" covering the period 1977-1981).

Meanwhile, many additions and revisions have been made to the
contents of CINDA-A and CINDA-B, including the insertion of EXFOR-index
lines; consequently, it is proposed to publish in 1989 a new archival
issue covering the entire period 1935-1986. The then current issue
CINDA-89 would cover the years 1987-1989.

3. The EXFOR System

The EXFOR System and its rules were the main topic of the Technical
NRDC Meeting in Vienna in October 1986. Since then, some more new
proposals have been submitted by means of CP-Memos. See a separate
working paper. However, it is noticeable that the EXFOR System has
stabilized and seems to have reached a final state. The number of new
proposals and technical problems encountered has decreased significantly.
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The main problem remaining is the fact that the formal correctness of
the EXFOR exchange tapes (TRANS tapes) is still insufficient. Centers
continue to create each other extra workload because TRANS tapes received
from other centers must be reviewed and corrected before they can be
processed. See a separate working paper for the most disturbing mistakes
encountered.

Another problem is the frequent lack of response when correction and
retransmission of specific EXFOR entries is requested. It should be
realized that EXFOR files remain incomplete without speedy response to
these retransmission requests.

4. EXFOR Compilation

During the past 2 years 7 TRANS tapes with 69 new EXFOR entries and
57 revisions were transmitted originating from the following countries:

Argentina

Australia

Bulgaria

China, P.R.

Czechoslovakia

Egypt

German Dem. Rep.

Hungary

India

Korea, Rep.

Morocco

Pakistan

Poland

Romania

South Africa

Taiwan

Thailand

Vietnam

Yugoslavia

new
2

2

1

20

3

2

4

12

4

1

2

2

2

4

2

2

1

1

1

revised

1

7

8

3

7

9

1

8

1

4

3

1

2

2

69 57

This includes neutron data only. Due to lack of staff there was no
time for the compilation of CPND or Photonuclear Data. Even in the field
of neutron data we have, unfortunately, a considerable backlog including
primarily fission-product yield data (about 40 entries) and some other
data considered of secondary importance.
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Several charged-particle data entries received from China in the
S-series were reviewed and finalized.

5. Evaluated Data

The following evaluated data files were received and documented for
distribution.

- A new ENDF/B formatted library for fisson-product yield data by
the Chinese Nuclear Data Center (Wang Dao).

- A new version of the Minsk evaluations (V.A. Konshin) of U-235,
Pu-239, 240, 241, 242 which was distributed as a supplement to the
IAEA actinides file INDL/A.

- Several files for structural materials to be included in the INDL
library and in the international fusion data file IRDF. Some
evaluations are in the ENDF-6 format.

The new evaluation of the Cf-252 fission neutron spectrum by
W. Mannhart was received and documented for distribution. It is
in an ENDF similar format. The inclusion of its covariance matrix
in proper ENDF-6 format may still present some problems.

- A new evaluation of charged-particle induced neutron source
reactions by M. Drosg, Vienna, was received and documented for
distribution. It includes Legendre fits to angular dependences of
neutron energies and cross-sections.

6. WRENDA

The publication of WRENDA 87/88 is in preparation. It is behind
schedule because we are still waiting for contributions from several
countries of area 2.

7. Publications

The routine publications continued including

- INDC reports
- Nuclear Data Newsletter
- CINDA
- Atomic and Molecular Data Bulletin

IAEA-NDS-documents

and some more. Of special importance were some handbooks and proceedings
of meetings.

* Handbook on Nuclear Activation Data. IAEA Technical Report Series No.
273 (1987). Contributions by leading experts (compiled and reviewed
by K. Okamoto) contain data surveys and up-to-date compilations for
various data required for applied nuclear activation techniques.
Brief summary of contents:
- Isotopic abundances, half-lives, decay modes.
- Neutron-reaction standard reference data.
- Neutron-source reactions: energies and cross-sections.
- The neutron spectrum of a Cf-252 fission-neutron source.
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- Decay data for radionuclides used as calibration standards.
- Neutron activation cross-sections for thermal neutrons, for 14 MeV

neutrons, for 1 to 20 MeV neutrons, for Cf-252 fission neutrons.
- Activation cross-sections and thick-target yields for

charged-particle induced reactions.
- Photonuclear cross-sections.
This handbook (820 pages) is available for 1640.- Austrian Schillings
from the IAEA Division of Publications, Box 100, A-1400 Vienna,
Austria.

* Nuclear and Atomic Data for Radiotherapy and Related Radiobiology.
Proceedings of an IAEA meeting, Rijswijk, Netherlands, 16-20 Sept.
1985. IAEA, 1987. K. Okamoto (ed.). Contains 27 papers and 3
working group reports covering topics such as physical basis of
biological radiation effects, beam production, dosimetry,
interactions of neutrons, pions, charged particles, and others. -
Available for 950.- Austrian Schillings from the IAEA Division of
Publications, Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria. (Compare the note in
Nucl. Data Newsletter No. 10 how to buy priced IAEA publications.)

* Properties of Neutron Sources. IAEA-TECDOC-410. Proceedings of an
IAEA meeting on Properties of Neutron Sources, Leningrad, USSR, 9-13
June 1986. Includes chapters on pulsed white neutron sources, fast
neutron fields, Cf-252, monoenergetic sources, filtered beams, 14 HeV
neutron sources, medical applications, and others. Available
costfree upon request.

* Applications in Nuclear Data and Reactor Physics. D.E. Cullen,
R. Muranaka, J.J. Schmidt (ed.). Proceedings of a workshop held at
the International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy,
17.2.-21.3. 1986, in co-operation with the IAEA Nuclear Data
Section. Contains 26 lectures on reactor physics and related
computer codes. Published by World Scientific Publishing Co., P.O.
Box 128, Farrer Road, Singapore, 994 pages, 1986. Not available from
IAEA.

* INDC(NDS)-195. Proceedings of the IAEA meeting on Data Requirements
for Medical Radioisotope Production, Tokyo, 20-24 April 1987.
K. Okamoto (ed.). Contains all papers, a summary and recommendations
of three working groups on experimental data, data calculation and
computer files, data compilation.

* INDC(NDS)-192. Covariance methods and practices in the field of
nuclear data. Proceedings of a meeting under this topic, Rome,
Italy, 17-19 Nov. 1986. V. Piksaikin, editor. Contains review
papers and recommendations about treatment of covariances in
evaluated nuclear data files, with emphasis on dosimetry, neutron
spectra, actinide cross-sections, fission-product yield data, and
others.

* INDC(NDS)-198. L. Greenwood et al., Summary of the IAEA meeting on
Analysis of the REAL-84 Intercomparison Exercise on spectrum
unfolding in dosimetry by foil activation, 27-29 May 1987, Jackson
Hole, USA.

* CIAMDA, a CINDA type index to atomic and molecular collision data
relevant to fusion research.
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8. Customer services

The number of requests received has stabilized. There are about 700
requests per year received from over 60 countries. This includes
approximately

30 requests for experimental data
140 requests for evaluated data
480 requests for documents
50 requests for data processing computer codes

700

In response, about 270 magnetic tapes are dispatched per year and
1800 documents. For the first time, close to 200 floppy diskettes were
sent out in 1987.

The distribution of the "IAEA Nuclear Data Newsletter" is now over
3000, most of them to area 3, 300 to areas 1, 2, 4 upon individual
requests.

Data retrievals sent out to customers are accompanied by
"IAEA-NDS-documents" summarizing contents and/or format of the data files.

Various format conversions ("standard", "edited", "RECENT-output",
graphical plotting) are provided upon request.

9. Programming and Systems Development

The EXFOR programming has been improved by

- developing procedures for on-line compilation or correction of
EXFOR entries,

- updating the EXFOR check program,

- finalizing the computation format ("C4") of EXFOR.

Before Red Cullen left the Section, he finalized a set of codes such
as

- the 1987 version of the ENDF pre-processing codes
- a set of codes for graphical plotting of EXFOR data and

ENDF-formatted data
- and a code package for model parameters and cross-section data.

All of them operate on a mainframe computer and on a personal computer
(PC/AT). Consequently, codes and data are available not only on magnetic
tape but also on floppy diskettes with appropriate documentation.
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10. On-line center-to-center data transmission

The IAEA host computer can be accessed via two packet-switching
networks, DATEX-P and TYMNET via Radio Austria (of the Austrian PTT).
There are also direct dial-up ports at 300 Baud available.

The ID of the Austrian DATEX-P is 2322, and our host-ID is 6221047.
The ID of the Austrian TYMNET Node is 2329 and our Host-ID is 11507701.
The telephone number for direct calling is Vienna (222) 23-55-75.

A TSO Logon ID has been established for users wishing to access the
IAEA mainframe: RN2. The password is "IAEANDS". The TSO SEND command
can be used to send a message (send the message to user RNS, Monica
Seits).

In case you have an IBM 3274 (or equivalent) connected to your Public
Packet Switching Network, please tell us your IDBLK and IDNUM in advance,
so we can define your cluster to VTAM. In this case you can use SPF
(full screen support)- a Mailbox system is available (send the message to
user MONICA).

At present, NDS has access (via Radio-Austria) to the TRANSPAC
network in France and the ITT-UDTS, MCII/WUI, TIMNET, TRT, IPST, ACCUNET,
CONNECT and various other networks on a test basis in the USA, as well as
various other networks in other countries. We are in the process of
establishing access to the EARN and BITNET networks via IEZ (Austrian
Interuniversity EDP Center).
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TELEPHONE LIST POR NDS

1.

2.

3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

IS.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Nuclear Data Section

(ARCILLA's ex office)

AUNG Sofie

BAUMGARTNER Liesl

BUSH Georgina

DE MORAES Marisa

G AND ARIAS CRUZ Dario

GOULO Valery

JANEV Ratko

LAMMER Meinhart

LEMMSL Hans

LORENZ Alex

MARTINEZ RICO Jose

MCLAUGHLIN Kevin

MEHTA Madhu

MUNDY Gordon

NEUMANN Maureen

OKAMOTO Koichl

OSHOMUVWE Martha

SCHMIDT Joe

SCHMIED Sabine

SCHWERER Otto

SEITS Monica

SHEIKH Khalid

SMITH Jim

WANG Dahai

Ext.

6382

1716

1711

1720

1726

1714

1708

1731

1727

1717

1712

1718

1723

1706

1720

1710

1713

1725

1709

1719

1715

1724

1730

1729

1707

Room

A23-37

A23-22

A23-14

A23-24

A23-35

A23-18

A23-11

A23-43

A23-36

A23-20

A23-16

A23-23

A23-32

A23-10

A23-24

A23-14

A23-17

A23-34

A23-12

A23-22

A23-19

A23-33

A23-42

A23-41

A23-09


